
Emergency Case

We administer first aid on a global scale
A medical emergency may arise anywhere on the globe at any given time. Fast and 
professional help can be a matter of life and death. But the next emergency doctor may 
be a long way from offshore, from the board of an airplane or a ship.

Our mission is to give access to emergency medical assistance to remote locations, 
particularly where no doctor may be physically present.

AescuLink System is the missing tool in the traveler’s medicine cabinet.
 
The challenges are significant 
Anxiety and stress on the side of the users, a situation where every minute may be 
relevant, and the complexities of medical issues have to be taken into account. To 
fulfill these expectations, we develop custom solutions for every area of application. 

The Solution
In response, GHC Global Health Care GmbH has developed AescuLink systems. 
With the push of a button, anyone can contact an emergency medical center via 
audio and video. Real-time! Vital parameters, such as blood pressure and oxygen 
saturation, or an ECG can be sent in sync. AescuLink System is the basis for a reliable 
diagnosis and guides step by step through the required measures. 

Surplus values
•  24/7 medical service delivery by an experienced emergency clinic 
•  Telepresence of the remote physician using real-time transmission of vital signs, 
 audio-video streams
•  Fast and safe emergency treatment
•  Lightweight and simple to handle
•  Reliable and robust technics
•  Telemedical emergency support until further help will arrive 
 (e.g. emergency doctor or rescue team)
•  Operation as emergency and monitoring system
•  Customizable and guided workflows for specific emergency situations
•  If there is a doctor locally, it is possible to use this system in doctors mode – 
 but it is also important to have a 2nd or 3rd level support available
•  Remotely controllable from ground
• Electronic documentation

Emergency systems need to be reliable and robust. We assign high priority to ease of 
use – medical experts and laymen alike can operate our solutions. 
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AescuLink System
• Mobile 
• Modular 
• Useable 
• Robust 
• Reliable


